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We present a scheme to achieve maximally entangled states, controlled phase-shift gate, andSWAP gate for
two superconducting-quantum-interference-device~SQUID! qubits, by placing SQUIDs in a microwave cavity.
We also show how to transfer quantum information from one SQUID qubit to another. In this scheme, no
transfer of quantum information between the SQUIDs and the cavity is required, the cavity field is only
virtually excited and thus the requirement on the quality factor of the cavity is greatly relaxed.
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A number of groups have proposed how to perform qu
tum logic using superconducting devices such as Joseph
junction circuits@1–3#, Josephson junctions@4–7#, Cooper
pair boxes @8–12#, and superconducting-quantum
interference devices~SQUIDs! @13–16#. These proposals
play an important role in building up superconducting qua
tum computers. In this paper, we show a scheme for do
quantum logic with SQUID qubits in a microwave cavit
The proposal merges ideas from the quantum manipula
with atoms or ions in cavity QED@17–20#. The motivation
for this scheme is fivefold given as the following
~i! About six years ago, SQUIDs were proposed as can
dates to serve as the qubits for a superconducting quan
computer@21#. Recently, people have presented many me
ods for demonstrating macroscopic coherence of a SQ
@22,23# or performing asingle-‘‘SQUID-qubit’’ logic opera-
tion @13–16#, but did not give much report on how to achiev
quantum logic for two SQUID qubits. As we know, the ke
ingredient in any quantum computation is the two-qubit ga
The present scheme shows a way to implement two-SQU
qubit quantum logic gates.
~ii ! Compared with the other noncavity SQUID-bas
schemes where significant resources may be involved in
pling two distant qubits, the present scheme may be sim
as far as coupling qubits, since the cavity mode acts a
‘‘bus’’ and can mediate long-distance, fast interaction b
tween distant SQUID qubits.
~iii ! SQUIDs are sensitive to environment. By placin
SQUIDs into a superconducting cavity, decoherence indu
due to the external environment can be greatly suppre
because the cavity can be doubled as the magnetic shiel
SQUIDs.
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~iv! It is known that certain kinds of atoms or ions have
weak coupling with environment and long decoherence tim
Experiments have been made so far in the cavity-atom
cavity-ion systems, which demonstrated the feasibility
small-scale quantum computing. However, technica
speaking, the cavity-SQUID scheme may be preferable
demonstration purposes to the cavity-atom or cavity-ion p
posals, since SQUIDs can be easily embedded in a ca
while the latter requires techniques for trapping atoms
ions.
~v! Quantum computation based on semiconductor qu
tum dots have been paid much interest, but recent rep
show that superconducting devices have relatively long
coherence time@24,25# compared with quantum dots@26–
30#. Decoherence time can reach the order of 1 –5ms for
superconducting devices@24,25#; while, for quantum dots,
typical decoherence times for ‘‘the spin states of excess c
duction electrons’’ and for ‘‘charge states of excitons’’ ar
respectively, of the order of 100 ns@26–28# and the order of
1 ns @28–30#!.
This paper focuses on quantum logical gates~the con-
trolled phase-shift gate and theSWAP gate! of two SQUID
qubits inside a cavity. The scheme does not require
transfer of quantum information between the SQUID syst
and the cavity, i.e., the cavity is only virtually excited. Thu
the cavity decay is suppressed during the gate operation
addition, we discuss how to create maximally entang
states with two SQUID qubits and how to transfer quant
information from one SQUID qubit to another.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introdu
the Hamiltonian of a SQUID coupled to a single-mode cav
field. In Sec. III, we consider a SQUID driven by a classic
microwave pulse. In Sec. IV, we discuss how to achie
two-SQUID-qubit maximally entangled states, logical gat
and information transfer from one SQUID qubit to another
brief discussion on the experimental issues and the summ
are given in Sec. V.
II. SQUID COUPLED TO CAVITY FIELD
Consider a system composed of a SQUID coupled t
single-mode cavity field~assuming that all other cavity©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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YANG, CHU, AND HAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 042311 ~2003!modes are well decoupled to the three energy levels of
SQUID!. The Hamiltonian of the coupled systemH can be
written as a sum of the energies of the cavity field and
SQUID, plus a term for the interaction energy,
H5Hc1Hs1HI , ~1!
where Hc , Hs , and HI are the Hamiltonian of the cavity
field, the Hamiltonian of the SQUID, and the interaction e
ergy, respectively.
The SQUIDs considered throughout this paper are
SQUIDs, each consisting of Josephson tunnel junction
closed by a superconducting loop~the size of an rf SQUID is
on the order of 10–100mm). The Hamiltonian for an rf
SQUID ~with junction capacitanceC and loop inductanceL)
can be written in the usual form@31,32#
Hs5
Q2
2C
1
~F2Fx!
2
2L
2EJcosS 2p FF0D , ~2!
whereF that is the magnetic flux threading the ring andQ
that is the total charge on the capacitor are the conjug
variables of the system~with the commutation relation
@F,Q#5 i\), Fx is the static~or quasistatic! external flux
applied to the ring, andEJ [I cF0/2p is the Josephson cou
pling energy (I c is the critical current of the junction an
F05h/2e is the flux quantum!.
The Hamiltonian of the single-mode cavity field can
written as
Hc5\vcS a†a1 12D , ~3!
wherea† anda are the creation and annihilation operators
the cavity field; andvc is the frequency of the cavity field.
The cavity field and the SQUID ring are coupled togeth
inductively with a coupling energy given by
HI5lc~F2Fx!Fc , ~4!
wherelc521/L is the coupling parameter linking the cavi
field to the SQUID ring; andFc is the magnetic flux thread
ing the ring, which is generated by the magnetic compon
B(r ,t) of the cavity field. The expression ofFc is given by
Fc5E
S
B~r ,t !•dS ~5!
(S is any surface that is bounded by the ring, andr is the
position vector of a point onS). B(r ,t) takes the following
form:
B~r ,t !5A\vc
2m0
@a~ t !1a†~ t !#B~r !, ~6!
whereB(r ) is the magnetic component of the normal mo
of the cavity.
We denoteun& as the (Fx dependent! eigenstate ofHs
with an eigenvalueEn . Based on the completeness relati
(nun&^nu5I , it follows from Eqs.~2! and ~4! that04231e
e
-
rf
n-
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f
r
nt
Hs5(
n
Enun&^nu,
HI5(
n
un&^nuHI(
m
um&^mu
5lcFc(
n,m
un&^nuF2Fxum&^mu. ~7!
Let us consider theL-type three lowest levels of a SQUID
denoted byu0&, u1&, andu2&, respectively~shown in Fig. 1!.
If the coupling ofu0&, u1& andu2& with other levels via cav-
ity modes is negligible, we have~setting\51 below!
Hs5E0u0&^0u1E1u1&^1u1E2u2&^2u ~8!
and
HI5~a1a
†!~g00u0&^0u1g11u1&^1u1g22u2&^2u!
1g01au0&^1u1g12au1&^2u1g02au0&^2u1g10a†u1&^0u
1g21a
†u2&^1u1g20a†u2&^0u1g01a†u0&^1u
1g12a
†u1&^2u1g02a†u0&^2u1g10au1&^0u
1g21au2&^1u1g20au2&^0u, ~9!
where
gii 5lcA~\vc/2m0!~^ i uFu i &2Fx!F̃c ,
gi j 5lcA~\vc/2m0!^ i uFu j &F̃c
@here,F̃c5*SB(r )•dS; i, j 50,1,2, andiÞ j ]. For simplic-
ity, we will choosegi j 5gji since eigenfunctions ofHs can in
general be chosen to be real.
In the case where the cavity field is far-off resonant w
the transition between the levelsu0& and u1& as well as the
transition between the levelsu1& and u2&, the Hamiltonian
~9! reduces to
FIG. 1. Level diagram of a SQUID with theL-type three lowest
levels u0&, u1&, andu2&.1-2
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POSSIBLE REALIZATION OF ENTANGLEMENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 042311 ~2003!HI5~a1a
†!~g00u0&^0u1g11u1&^1u1g22u2&^2u!
1g02au0&^2u1g20a†u2&^0u1g02a†u0&^2u1g20au2&^0u.
~10!
It follows from Eqs. ~3!, ~8!, and ~10! that the interaction
Hamiltonian in the interaction picture is given by
HI5~e
2 ivcta1eivcta†!~g00u0&^0u1g11u1&^1u1g22u2&^2u!
1g02e
2 i (vc1v20)tau0&^2u1g20ei (vc1v20)ta†u2&^0u
1g02e
i (vc2v20)ta†u0&^2u1g20e2 i (vc2v20)tau2&^0u,
~11!
wherev20[(E22E0)/\ is the transition frequency betwee
the levelsu0& and u2&.
From Eq.~11! one can see that if the following conditio
is satisfied:
vc@D5vc2v20, ~12!
i.e., the cavity-field frequency is much larger than the det
ing from the transition frequency between the levelsu0& and
u2&, we can discard the rapidly oscillating terms in t
Hamiltonian ~11! ~i.e., the rotating-wave approximation!.
Thus, the final effective interaction Hamiltonian~in the in-
teraction picture! has the form
HI5g02@e
i (v2v20)ta†u0&^2u1e2 i (v2v20)tau2&^0u#,
~13!
whereg02 is the coupling constant between the SQUID a
the cavity field, corresponding to the transitions betweenu0&
and u2&.
III. SQUID DRIVEN BY A MICROWAVE PULSE
Now, let us consider a SQUID driven by a classical m
crowave pulse~without cavity!. In the following, the SQUID
is still treated quantum mechanically, while the microwa
pulse is treated classically. The HamiltonianH for the
coupled system can be written as
H5Hs1HI , ~14!
whereHs and HI are the Hamiltonians~2! for the SQUID
and the interaction energy~between the SQUID and the m
crowave pulse!, respectively. The expression ofHI is given
by
HI5lmw~F2Fx!Fmw , ~15!
wherelmw521/L is a coupling coefficient linking the mi
crowave field to the SQUID ring;Fmw is the magnetic flux
threading the ring, which is generated by the magnetic co
ponentB8(r ,t)5B8(r ) cos vmwt of the microwave pulse
and has the following form:
Fmw5E
S
B8~r ,t !•dS[F̃mwcosvmwt ~16!04231-
-
-
@here,F̃mw5*SB8(r )•dS, the notations ofS and r are the
same as described before, andvmw is the frequency of the
microwave pulse#. Assume that the microwave pulse is res
nant with the transition between the levelsu0& and u2&. Us-
ing the above procedures, the interaction Hamiltonian in
interaction picture is then
HI5V00~e
ivmwt1e2 ivmw!u0&^0u1V22~eivmwt1e2 ivmw!u2&
3^2u1V02@e2 i (vmw1v20)t1ei (vmw2v20)t#u0&^2u
1V20@e
i (vmw1v20)t1e2 i (vmw2v20)t#u2&^0u, ~17!
where V i i 5lmw(^ i uFu i &2Fx)F̃mw , V i j
5lmw^ i uFu j &F̃mw , and V i j 5V j i ( i , j 50,2 and iÞ j ). In
the case of resonance (vmw5v20) and under the rotating
wave approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian~17! re-
duces to
HI5V02~ u0&^2u1u2&^0u!, ~18!
whereV02 is the frequency of the Rabi oscillation betwee
the levelsu0& andu2&. Based on Eq.~18!, it is easy to get the
following state rotation
u0&→cosV02tu0&2 i sinV02tu2&,
~19!
u2&→2 i sinV02tu0&1cosV02tu2&.
Similarly, when the microwave pulse frequency is tuned w
the transition frequencyv21[(E22E1)/\ between the lev-
els u1& and u2&, we have
HI5V12~ u1&^2u1u2&^1u!. ~20!
Comparingu1& and u2& of Eq. ~20! with u0& and u2& of Eq.
~18!, respectively, it is clear that we have
u1&→cosV12tu1&2 i sinV12tu2&,
~21!
u2&→2 i sinV12tu1&1cosV12tu2&,
whereV125lmw^1uFu2&F̃mw is the Rabi frequency betwee
the levelsu1& and u2&.
Finally, for the two-dimensional Hilbert space made
u0& and u1&, an arbitrary rotation
u0&→cosV01tu0&2 i sinV01tu1&,
~22!
u1&→2 i sinV01tu0&1cosV01tu1&
~where V015lmw^0uFu1&F̃mw) can be implemented if the
microwave frequency is tuned with the transition frequen
v10[(E12E0)/\ between the levelsu0& andu1&. In the fol-
lowing discussions, this rotation will not be employed, sin
it requires very long gate time due to the barrier between
levels u0& and u1& @15#.1-3
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YANG, CHU, AND HAN PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 042311 ~2003!IV. ENTANGLEMENT, LOGICAL GATE,
AND INFORMATION TRANSFER
In this section, we consider two identical SQUIDsa andb
coupled to a single-mode microwave cavity~Fig. 2!. The
separation of the two SQUIDs is assumed to be much la
than the linear dimension of each SQUID ring in such a w
that the interaction between the two SQUIDs is negligib
Also, assume that the coupling of each SQUID to the cav
field is the same@this can be readily obtained by setting th
two SQUIDs on two different placesr1 and r2 of the cavity
axis where the cavity-field magnetic componentsB(r1 ,t)
andB(r2 ,t) are the same#. If the above assumption applie
i.e., for each SQUID the coupling of the three lowest lev
u0&, u1&, and u2& with other levels via cavity modes is neg
ligible and the cavity field is far-off resonant with the tra
sition between the levelsu0& andu1& as well as the transition
between the levelsu1& and u2&, it is obvious that based on
Eq. ~13!, the interaction Hamiltonian between the tw
SQUIDs and the cavity field in the interaction picture can
written as
HI5g02 (
m5a,b
~e2 i (vc2v20)tau2&m^0u
1ei (vc2v20)ta†u0&m^2u!, ~23!
where the subscriptm represents SQUIDa or b. In the case
of vc2v20@g02, i.e., the detuning between the transitio
frequency~for the levelsu0& and u2&) and the cavity-field
frequency is much larger than the corresponding coup
constant, there is no energy exchange between the SQU
and the cavity field. The effective Hamiltonian is then giv
by @33,34#
H5gF (
m5a,b
~ u2&m^2uaa†2u0&m^0ua†a!
1 u2&a^0u ^ u0&b^2u1u0&a^2u ^ u2&b^0u G , ~24!
whereg5g02
2 /(v2v20). The first and second terms of E
~24! describe the photon-number dependent Stark sh
while the third and fourth terms describe the ‘‘dipole’’ co
FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of two SQUIDs (a,b) coupled to
a single-mode cavity field and manipulated by microwave puls
The two SQUIDs are placed along the cavity axis~i.e., theZ axis!.
The microwave pulses propagate in theX-Z plane~parallel to the
surface of the SQUID ring!, with the magnetic-field componen
perpendicular to the surface of the SQUID ring.04231er
y
.
y
s
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pling between the two SQUIDs mediated by the cav
mode. If the cavity field is initially in the vacuum state, th
Hamiltonian~24! reduces to
H5gF (
m5a,b
u2&m^2u1u2&a^0u ^ u0&b^2u
1u0&a^2u ^ u2&b^0uG . ~25!
Note that the Hamiltonian~25! does not contain the operato
of the cavity field. Thus, only the state of the SQUID syste
undergoes an evolution under the Hamiltonian~25!, i.e., no
quantum-information transfer exists between the SQU
system and the cavity field. Therefore, the cavity field
virtually excited.
It is clear that the statesu0&au0&b and u0&au1&b are unaf-
fected under the Hamiltonian~25! during the SQUID-cavity
interaction. From Eq.~25!, one can easily get the following
state evolution:
u2&au0&b→e2 igt@cos~gt !u2&au0&b2 i sin~gt !u0&au2&b],
u0&au2&b→e2 igt@cos~gt !u0&au2&b2 i sin~gt !u2&au0&b],
u2&au2&b→e2 i2gtu2&au2&b , ~26!
u2&au1&b→e2 igtu2&au1&b .
In the following, we will show that Eq.~26! can be used to
create entanglement to perform logical gates and to im
ment quantum-information transfer.
The operations described in the rest of this paper can
realized by means of the following three-step state mani
lation.
~i! First, adjust the level spacing of each SQUID so th
the transition between any two levels is far-off resonant w
the cavity field @in this case, the interaction between th
SQUIDs and the cavity field is turned off since the intera
tion Hamiltonian~25! H'0].
~ii ! Apply a resonant microwave pulse to one of t
SQUIDs so that the state of this SQUID undergoes a tra
formation.
~iii ! Finally, adjust the level spacing of each SQUID ba
to the original configuration, i.e., only the transitionsu1&↔
u2& andu0&↔ u1& are far-off resonant with the cavity field s
that the system will undergo an evolution under the Ham
tonian ~25!. In the SQUID system, the level spacing can
easily changed by adjusting the external fluxFx or the criti-
cal currentI c ~for variable barrier rf SQUIDs!. To simplify
our discussion, we call this three-step process ‘‘AR
~shown in Fig. 3!.
A. Generation of entanglement
Entanglement is considered to be one of the most p
found features of quantum mechanics. An entangled stat
a system consisting of two subsystems cannot be descr
as a product of the quantum states of the two subsystem
this sense, the entangled system is considered insepa
s.1-4
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POSSIBLE REALIZATION OF ENTANGLEMENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 042311 ~2003!@35#. Recently, there has been much interest in practical
plications of entangled states in quantum computation, qu
tum cryptography, quantum teleportation, and so on@36–39#.
Experimental realizations of entangled states with up to f
photons@40#, up to four trapped ions@41#, or two atoms in
microwave cavity QED@42# have been reported.
Assume that two SQUIDs are initially in the statesu0&a
and u0&b . In order to prepare the two SQUID qubits in th
maximally entangled state , we apply an ARA process
which a p- microwave pulse (2V02t5p, where t is the
pulse duration!, resonant with the transitionu0&a↔u2&a , is
applied to the SQUIDa. In this way, we obtain the transfor
mation u0&a→2 i u2&a , i.e., the stateu0&au0&b becomes
FIG. 3. Illustration of the ARA process.~a! The reduced level
structure for each SQUID after adjusting the level spacings;~b! a
microwave pulse withvmw[v20 or v21 being applied to the
SQUID a or the SQUIDb; ~c! the reduced level structure for eac
SQUID after adjusting the level spacings back to that of before s
~a!. Transitions between levels linked by dashed lines are far
resonant with the cavity field.i
d
bit
o
e
04231p-
n-
r
n
2 i u2&au0&b . After this ARA process, let the state of th
SQUID system evolve under the Hamiltonian~25!. From Eq.
~26!, one can see that after an interaction timep/(4g), the
two SQUIDs will be in the maximally entangled state
uc&52
1
A2
~ u0&au2&b1 i u2&au0&b), ~27!
where the common phase factore2 ip/4 has been omitted
Note that the rate of energy relaxation of levelu1& is much
smaller than that of levelu2& because of the barrier betwee
the levelsu0& and u1& of the SQUIDs. Hence, to reduce de
coherence, the state~27! is transformed into
uc&5
1
A2
~ i u0&au1&b2u1&au0&b) ~28!
by applying a second ARA process, in which each SQU
interacts with ap microwave pulse~resonant withv21), re-
sulting in the transformationu2&→2 i u1& for each SQUID.
The prepared state~28! is a maximally entangled state of tw
SQUID qubitsa and b ~here and in the following, the two
orthogonal states of a SQUID qubit are denoted by the
lowest-energy statesu0& and u1&).
B. Controlled phase-shift gate
Assume that SQUID qubita is a control bit and SQUID
qubit b is a target bit. The controlled phase-shift~CPS! gate
can be realized in the following three steps:
Step~i! Apply an ARA process in which ap pulse with
vmw5v21 is applied to SQUIDa, resulting in the transfor-
mation u1&a→2 i u2&a .
Step ~ii ! After the ARA process, let the state of the tw
SQUIDs undergo an evolution for an interaction timep/g
under the Hamiltonian~25!.
Step ~iii ! Apply an ARA process again in which a 3p
pulse withvmw5v21 is applied to SQUIDa, resulting in the
transformationu2&a→ i u1&a .
The states of the two-SQUID system after each step of
three transformations are summarized in the following tab
p
ffu0&au0&b u0&au0&b u0&au0&b u1&au1&b
u0&au1&b ——→
Step~ i! u0&au1&b ——→
Step~ ii ! u0&au1&b ——→
Step~ iii ! u0&au1&b
u1&au0&b 2 i u2&au0&b 2 i u2&au0&b u1&au0&b
u1&au1&b 2 i u2&au1&b i u2&au1&b 2u1&au1&b, ~29!thewhich shows that a universal two SQUID-qubit CPS gate
realized.
A two-qubit controlled-NOT~CNOT! gate can be obtaine
by combining a two-qubit CPS gate with two single-qu
rotation gates@43#. Thus, applying the ARA procedures t
implement single-SQUID qubit rotating operations, togeths
r
with the above CPS gate operations is sufficient to obtain
two-SQUID qubit controlled-NOT gate.
C. SWAP gate
It is known that construction of aSWAP gate requires at
least three controlled-NOT gates as follows@44#:1-5
s
o
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t
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→u i % ~ i % j !&au i % j &b5u j &au i % j &b
→u j &au~ i % j ! % j &b5u j &au i &b , ~30!
where i , j P$0,1% and all additions are done modulo 2. A
described above, aCNOT can be realized with a CPS and tw
single-qubit rotations. Since each two-SQUID-qubit C
gate requires three basic steps described above, at leas
basic steps for three CPS gates, together with six sin
SQUID-qubit rotation operations are needed to implemen
two-SQUID-qubitSWAP gate by using the above method.
the discussion below, we present a different way to perfor
SWAP, which requires only the following five steps.
Step ~i!: Apply an ARA process in which each SQUIDb
m
nc
tu
bi
ng
by
bi
en
04231ine
e-
a
a
interacts with ap pulse ~resonant withv21) so that each
SQUID undergoes the transformationu1&→2 i u2&.
Step~ii !: Let the state of the SQUID system undergo
evolution for an interaction timep/(2g) under the Hamil-
tonian ~25!.
Step~iii !: Perform an ARA process in which a 2p pulse
and ap pulse, resonant withv21 of the SQUIDa and the
SQUID b, respectively, are applied, resulting in transform
tions u2&a→2u2&a and u2&b→2 i u1&b .
Step~iv!: Let the state of the system undergo an evolut
for an interaction timep/g under the Hamiltonian~25!.
Step~v!: Perform an ARA process in which a 3p pulse,
resonant withv21, is applied to the SQUIDa so that it
undergoes the transformationu2&a→ i u1&a .
The states after each step of the above operations
listed below:u0&au0&b u0&au0&b u0&au0&b u0&au0&b u0&au0&b u0&au0&b
u0&au1&b ——→
Step~ i!
2 i u0&au2&b ——→
Step~ ii !
i u2&au0&b ——→
Step~ iii !
2 i u2&au0&b ——→
Step~ iv!
2 i u2&au0&b ——→
Step~v! u1&au0&b
u1&au0&b 2 i u2&au0&b i u0&au2&b u0&au1&b u0&au1&b u0&au1&b
u1&au1&b 2u2&au2&b u2&au2&b i u2&au1&b 2 i u2&au1&b u1&au1&b.
~31!via
n
be-It is clear that the operations accomplish a two-SQUID-qu
SWAP gate.
D. Transfer of information
Recently, quantum teleportation@38# has been paid much
interest because it plays an important role in quantu
information processing. It is also noted that short-dista
quantum teleportation can be applied to transport quan
information inside a quantum computer@45#. It is well
known that transferring quantum information from one qu
to another requires a minimum number ofthree qubitsby
using the standard teleportation protocols@38,45#. In the fol-
lowing, we will present a different approach for transferri
quantum information from one SQUID qubit to another
the use of only two SQUID qubits.
Assume that the SQUID qubita is the original carrier of
quantum information, which is in an arbitrary stateau0&
1bu1&; and we want to transfer this state from SQUID qu
a to SQUID qubitb. To do this, the SQUID qubitb is first
prepared in the stateu0&. The quantum-state transfer betwe
the two SQUID qubits is described byit
-
e
m
t
t
~au0&a1bu1&a)u0&b→u0&a~au0&b1bu1&b). ~32!
From Eq.~32! one can see that this process can be done
a transformation that satisfies the following truth table:
u0&au0&b→u0&au0&b ,
u1&au0&b→u0&au1&b , ~33!
which can be realized in the following three steps.
Step ~i!: Perform an ARA process in which ap pulse
(vmw5v21) is applied to the SQUIDa, resulting in the
transformationu1&a→2 i u2&a .
Step ~ii !: Let the state of the two SQUIDs undergo a
evolution for an interaction timep/(2g) under the Hamil-
tonian ~25!.
Step ~iii !: Perform an ARA process in which ap pulse
(vmw5v21) is applied to the SQUIDb, resulting in the
transformationu2&b→2 i u1&b .
The truth table of the entire operation is summarized
low:u0&au0&b ——→
Step~ i! u0&au0&b ——→
Step~ ii ! u0&au0&b ——→
Step~ iii ! u0&au0&b
u1&au0&b 2 i u2&au0&b i u0&au2&b u0&au1&b. ~34!1-6
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POSSIBLE REALIZATION OF ENTANGLEMENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 67, 042311 ~2003!It is easy to verify that the operations described abo
achieve the desired two-SQUID-qubit teleportation~32!.
From above descriptions, one can also see that in e
ARA process, no simultaneousu0&→u2& and u1&→u2& tran-
sitions are required for each SQUID and hence it is unn
essary to have the microwave pulses applied to two SQU
at the same time. Thus, it is sufficient to use only one mic
wave source with fixed frequencyvmw , since the transition
frequencyv20 and v21 of each SQUID can be rapidly ad
justed to meet the resonant condition (vmw5v i j ), and the
microwave can be redirected from one SQUID to anothe
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Some experimental matters may need to be addre
here. First, the required timetop for any gate operation
~SWAP, CPS,CNOT, etc.! should be shorter than the energ
relaxation timet r of level u2&. The lifetime of the cavity
mode is given byTc5Q/2pn, whereQ is the quality factor
of the cavity andn is the cavity-field frequency. In ou
scheme, the cavity has a probabilityP.top /t r of being ex-
cited during the operation. Thus, the effective decay time
the cavity isTc /P, which should be larger than the energ
relaxation timet r , i.e., the quality factor of the cavity shoul
satisfy Q@2pntop . The SQUIDs can be designed so th
the level u2& has a sufficiently long energy relaxation tim
and thus the spontaneous decay of the SQUIDs is neglig
during the operation. On the other hand, we can also u
high-Q cavity and reduce the operation time by increas
the intensity of the microwave pulses and/or the coupl
constantg02 ~e.g., by varying the energy-level structure
the SQUIDs! so that the cavity dissipation is negligible du
ing the operation.
For the sake of definitiveness, let us consider the SQU
described in Ref.@15# for which the energy relaxation timet r
of the level u2& could exceed 1ms @24#, the transition fre-
quencyn0 betweenu0& and u2& is of the order of 80 GHz,
and the typical gate time istop.0.01t r . Taking t r51 ms,
n0580 GHz and the detuningn2n050.1 GHz, a simple
calculation shows that the quality factor of the required c
ity should be greater than 53103, which is readily available
in most laboratories. For instance, a superconducting ca
with a quality factor Q5108 has been demonstrated b
Bruneet al. @46#.
It can be seen that the key element of the scheme is
ARA process. As discussed previously, the realization
ARA process requires rapid adjustments of level spacing
SQUIDs. The applied microwave pulses are ensured to
far-off resonant with the cavity field during each ARA pr
cess becausev20 andv21 are highly detuned fromvc . Thus,
the use of the microwave pulses does not change ph
population in the cavity field. The scheme presented here
the following advantages.~i! using only two SQUID qubits
~teleportation!; ~ii ! faster~using three-level gates! @15#; ~iii !
not requiring very high-Q microwave cavity;~iv! no need of04231e
ch
c-
s
-
ed
f
t
le
a
g
g
s
-
ty
he
f
of
e
on
as
changing the microwave frequencyvmw during the entire
operation for all of the gates described;~v! possibility of
being extended to perform quantum computing on lots
SQUID qubits inside a cavity~shown in Fig. 4! due to long-
distance coherent interaction between SQUID qubits me
ated via the cavity mode.
In summary, we have proposed a different scheme to
ate two-SQUID-qubit maximally entangled state and
implement two-SQUID-qubit logical gates~SWAP, CPS, and
CNOT! with the use of a microwave cavity. The method c
also be used to realize information transfer from one to
other SQUID qubit~local teleportation! with two, instead of
three qubits. The method does not require the transfe
quantum information between the cavity and the SQUID s
tem. The cavity is only virtually excited during the who
operation; thus the requirement on the quality factor of
cavity is greatly relaxed. The present proposal provide
different approach to quantum computing and communi
tion with superconducting qubits. To the best of our know
edge, there has been no experimental demonstration of
tanglement or logical gates for two SQUIDs; and we ho
that the proposed approach will stimulate further theoret
and experimental activities.
Before we conclude, we should mention that the idea
coupling multiple qubits and tuning the individual qubits
couple and decouple them from the resonator has been
sented previously@9#. Our scheme is much in the same spi
in the sense of coupling and decoupling the individual qub
by manipulation of the Hamiltonians, but it is for a differe
system and it differs in details of both the qubits and t
coupling structure.
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FIG. 4. Setup for quantum computing with many SQUIDs in
cavity. The interaction between any two SQUIDs is media
through a single-mode standing-wave cavity field. During a logi
gate operation on any two chosen SQUIDs, all other SQUIDs
be decoupled by adjusting the level spacings so that the trans
between any two levels of each other SQUID is far-off reson
with the cavity field.1-7
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